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Abstract

A MultiVersion Data Warehouse (MVDW) is a Data Warehouse (DW) using
versioning to cope with the slowly evolving nature of analysis dimensions as well
as to support what-if analyses. In such a DW, several DW versions coexist. Each
DW version is composed of data extracted from data sources during a certain time
period, or of computed hypothetical data, generated to analyze the outcomes of an
hypothetical strategic decision. In a MVDW, data may evolve along different version
branches and queries may involve multiple DW versions.

The efficiency of query processing is crucial in a DW environment and requires
that DW designers be aware of tradeoffs among index structures. This paper defines
a framework for understanding, designing, analyzing and comparing index struc-
tures for MVDW. First, the paper extends index structures designed for data with
linear evolution to handle data with branched evolution. Next, the paper defines an
analytical method for understanding the behavior of the different index structures.
The analysis allows determining the most suitable index structure, for given data
and application characteristics.

1.1 Introduction

Data Warehouses (DW) are databases built for strategic decision support: they are
useful in domains were the past is supposed to throw light on the future. Thus, a
DW stores time-series of multidimensional facts, which are to be analyzed, and the
data describing the different analysis dimensions [PJ05] used for analyzing facts. In
a relational databases, it results in fact tables and dimensions tables [Kim96].
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This paper concerns time-series analyses in DWs under the framework of ver-
sions. More specifically, there are two kinds of versioning scenarios: (1) evolu-
tion of the analysis context, set up by dimensions; and (2) versioning of facts
and dimensions, in order to analyse alternative hypothetical choices. A DW us-
ing versioning for such purposes is called MultiVersion Data Warehouse (MVDW)
[MW03, BEK+04].

Under this research perspective, two families of analysis procedures can be per-
formed. The first family consists in analyzing data harvested from external data
sources, called real data in [BEK+04], using business intelligence applications
(OLAP, data-mining etc.). In theory, the analysis of real data works only for a sta-
ble analyses context, i.e. for fixed dimension tables (schema and data). In prac-
tice, however, not only factual data change, but so do dimension tables. We con-
sider that small changes in dimensions should not affect the analyses. It is up to
the analysts to decide when a new analysis context is to be considered. Version-
ing for handling the slowly evolving nature of the analysis context (i.e. schema
and dimension data), means keeping track of all versions of the analysis context
[BJC98, JC00, BMBT02, BEK+04, GLRV06]. To this end, whenever the analysis
context of the DW is updated, its old value is kept and a new version reflecting
the update is inserted. Such an approach creates a sequence of analysis context ver-
sions. Each context version is associated with a semi-closed time interval expressing
its time validity.

The second family of analysis tries to enlighten the decision process by evalu-
ating the impact of alternative hypothetical strategic decisions, using for instance
what-if analysis [BPP00,GRP06]. Versioning for supporting what-if analysis means
providing the ability to use business intelligence applications, not only on real data,
but also on hypothetical computed data. For example, in a grocery DW devoted to
business transactions, decision makers may need to investigate the impact on profits
of a promotion campaign for some products that should have taken place during the
last three months. First, for sales of products impacted by the promotion, the hypo-
thetical data are generated by computation as versions of real data. Next, the out-
comes of the promotion are explored by OLAP queries. The data generated for such
hypothetical decision can be implemented as a version of the DW, partly composed
of real data unconcerned by the promotion and partly composed of hypothetical data
impacted by the promotion.

As several such scenarios can be studied, the DW can be transformed, by inclu-
sion of hypothetical data, as follows: (1) the real data constitute the so called real
DW version; (2) an hypothetical DW version with the same content as the real DW
version is created. Such a DW version is called alternative DW versions [BEK+04];
(3) in the alternative DW version, hypothetical data generated by computation re-
places the corresponding real data. As for real DW versions, alternative DW versions
are associated to a semi-closed time interval expressing their time validity. The valid
time interval of an alternative DW version is within the valid time interval of its par-
ent DW version [BEK+04]. This is illustrated in figure 1.1 which depicts a MVDW
composed by a sequence of two real DW versions and four alternative DW versions.
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Fig. 1.1 The context versions v1 and v2 are created in order to handle the slowly evolving nature of
the analysis context. v1.1, v1.1.1, v2.1 and v2.2 are created in order to simulate hypothetical strategic
decisions.

As the real fact table is a multidimensional time-series, the identifier of a fact
includes a time-identifier. Thus, a fact has no temporal versions, but may only have
alternative versions.

A distinctive feature of MVDWs is that data may evolve along different version
branches (i.e. branched evolution) and queries may involve a single DW version
(i.e. intra-version queries) or span multiple DW versions (i.e. inter-version or cross-
version queries [GLRV06]). Although many index structures have been proposed to
optimize queries to data with linear evolution [ST99], little work has been carried
out on indexing data with branched evolution [SJL+04].

This paper defines a framework for understanding, designing, analyzing and
comparing index structures for such data. In particular, an analysis method based
on the concept of data agility [TPZ02] and called the Steady State Analysis is pro-
posed. The Steady State Analysis allows determining the most suitable index struc-
ture given data and application characteristics.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 introduces basic concepts. Section
1.3 describes different index structures. Section 1.4 presents the steady state anal-
ysis. Section 1.5 validates the analysis through simulations. Section 1.6 concludes
the paper.

1.2 Basic Concepts

1.2.1 DW Versions and Entity Versions

A DW version is composed of an analysis context version (i.e. schema and dimen-
sion data) and a fact table instance limited to a predefined time interval. In the se-
quel, when no confusion is possible, we do not distinguish between a DW version
and the version stamp v identifying it. The term entity is used to designate any per-
sistent information (fact or dimension).
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Initial DW version v1. (b) DW versions v2 and v3 are derived from v1. c is updated in
v2, d is updated in v3 and a keeps the same value α1 over v1, v2 and v3. (c) Stored DW version tree
and entity versions

Let E = {e} and V = {v} be, respectively, the set of all entity identifiers (i.e.
surrogates) and the set of all DW version stamps. An entity e ∈ E is represented in
a DW version v ∈ V by a single entity version (e,v,val), where val is the value taken
by the entity e in the DW version v. If e does not appear in v, val has the special
value nil, meaning does not exist in that DW version. A DW version vi ∈V contains
at most one version of each entity: vi = {(e,v,val), such that, e ∈ E and v = vi}.

Except for the initial DW version v1, a new DW version is always derived from
an existing one. Thus, V is structured in a genealogical tree, called DW version
tree [CJ90]. In case of alternative DW versions, the initial DW version is composed
of a context version and the part of real fact consistent with the context version
(c.f. figure 1.1). These concepts are illustrated in figures 1.2.a and 1.2.b, where the
following notations are applied: entity versions identifiers are latin minuscules and
entity versions values are greek minuscules. Figure 1.2.a shows the entity versions
composing the initial DW version v1. The entity version (e,v1,α1), shows for in-
stance that a has the value α1 in v1. In figure 1.2.b, two DW versions v2 and v3 are
derived from v1 (i.e. v1 is the parent of v2 and of v3). Entity c is updated in v2 and
entity d is updated in v3.

Since a DW version usually differs only partially from its parent, an entity e can
keep the same value through a set of DW versions. Thus, considerable space can be
saved if an entity version is associated not merely to a single DW version, but to
the set of DW versions over which the entity keeps the same value. For example,
in figure 1.2.b, there are 3 DW versions, 3 entities and, hence, 9 entity versions.
However, there are only 5 distinct entity version values. To store a value only once,
the implicit sharing [CJ90] is used: "if the value of (e,v j) is not explicitly stored, its
value is the value of (e,vi), where the DW version vi is the closest ancestor of v j,
such that, (e,vi) is explicitly stored". The entity version (e,vi) is said to be alive in
DW version v j and in each DW version v, such that:

1. DW version vi is an ancestor of DW version v; and
2. there is no DW version vk, such that: (a) the value of (e,vk) is explicitly stored;

(b) vk is an ancestor of v; and (c) vk is closer to v than vi.

Figure 1.2.c depicts the content of the data warehouse of figure 1.2.b. The value of
(a,v2) is not explicitly stored. Implicit sharing allows to deduce that (a,v1) is alive
in v2, hence, the value of (a,v2) is α1.
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Fig. 1.3 (a) DW version range of (a,v1): R1=(v1, /0). (b) DW version range of (c,v1) and (c,v2): re-
spectively, R2=(v1,{v2}) and R3=(v2, /0). (c) DW version range of (d,v1) and (d,v3): respectively,
R4=(v1,{v3}) and R5=(v3, /0).

1.2.2 DW Version Range

The set of DW versions over which an entity version is alive, and the edges be-
tween them, forms a tree included in the DW version tree. Such an included tree is
called DW version range. Figures 1.3.a, 1.3.b and 1.3.c depict, respectively, the DW
version ranges corresponding to the versions of entities a, c and d of figure1.3.c.

A DW version range R is represented by a pair (vstart ,{vend}), where vstart is
the DW version root of R and {vend} a set of DW versions [SJL+04]. A version ve
appearing in {vend} does not belong to R, but its parent does. Thus, ve explicitly
terminates a branch starting at vstart . This is illustrated in figures 1.3.b, where the
DW version range corresponding to the entity version (c,v1) is (v1,{v3}). A partic-
ular value of a DW version range R is (v, /0), meaning that R is the subtree of the
DW version tree rooted at v.

1.3 Indexing Data in MultiVersion Data Warehouses

Indexes devoted to multiversion data use either values to search entity versions iden-
tifiers or entity versions identifiers to search values. In the sequel, the term primary
index is used if the index is on identifiers of entity versions and controls the physical
placement of entity versions (clustered indexes). The term secondary index is used
if the index is on an attribute. In the remainder, we focus mainly on primary indexes.
Secondary indexes are discussed briefly in subsection 1.3.2.

1.3.1 Primary Indexes

In this paper, index structures are categorized in three families according to whether
entity versions are clustered: (1) by entity, and then by DW version; (2) by DW
version, and then by entity; or (3) by the pair (entity identifier, version stamp). The
first family is represented by the B+V-tree proposed in this paper. The second family
is represented by the Overlapping B+Trees structure (OB+tree) [TML99] that we
modify to handle data with branched evolution. The third family is represented by
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the Branched and Temporal tree (BT-tree) [JSLB00,JSLB03,SJL+04]. These index
structures have in common that leaf nodes contain data and internal nodes are used
to direct search. In the sequel, Ii denotes an internal node and Di a leaf node. For
internal nodes, we use the term entry to designate a reference of a child node and the
associated search information. To simplify examples, we assume that each internal
node (resp. leaf node) of an index structure contains at most three entries (resp.
entity versions).

1.3.1.1 B+V-tree

The use of the B+tree to index entity versions with linear evolution has been pro-
posed in [ND99]. In our work, we extend the B+tree to handle data with branched
evolution and call the resulting structure the B+V-tree.

The B+V-tree clusters entity versions by entity, and then by DW version. Con-
sequently, when a leaf Di overflows, it is split into Di and D j, according to entity
identifiers. This is shown in figure 1.4.c, where the update of d in v3 causes D2 to
overflow: c’s versions remain in D2 and d’s versions are moved to D3.

If Di only contains versions of a single entity e (figure 1.5.a), it is split according
to a version stamp vs appearing in Di: the (e,v) of Di moved to the newly allocated
node D j are, such that, vs is an ancestor of v. The motivation behind this splitting
policy is as follows. Let Ri be the DW version range corresponding to the versions
of e stored in Di before the split (in figure 1.5.a, Ri = (v1, /0)). vs divides Ri in
two DW version ranges Ri and R j, where Ri corresponds to the versions of e re-
maining in Di and R j to the versions of e moved to D j (in figure 1.5.b, vs = v3,
Ri = (v1,{v3}) and R j = (v3, /0)). The value of any (e,v), such that v∈R j, should
be found in D j, because (e,vs) is explicitly stored and vs is closer to v than any DW
version belonging to Ri (i.e. appearing in Di). Conversely, the value of any (e,v),
such that v ∈Ri, should be found in Di.

Note that it is not necessary to represent the sets {vend} of Ri and R j in the
parent node of Di. Accordingly, if a search for (e,v) is directed to an internal node
I j containing more than one entry where e appears, we must look at all the entries
of I j where e appears and choose among them the one where the closest ancestor of
v appears. Consider figure 1.5.b and assume that we are searching for the value of
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Fig. 1.4 (a) B+V-tree at v1. (b) Derivation of DW version v2, then update of c in v2. (c) Derivation
of DW version v3, then update of d in v3.
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Fig. 1.5 Split of a leaf containing versions of the same entity

(e,v5). In I, the search is directed to D j, because v3 is closer to v5 than v1. In D j, the
implicit sharing allows to deduce that (e,v3) is alive in v5, thus the value of (e,v5) is
ε3.

1.3.1.2 Overlapping B+Trees Structure

The Overlapping B+trees structure (OB+tree) [CDRS, TML99] has been proposed
for data with linear evolution. This section reviews it and shows how it can be ex-
tended to handle data with branched evolution.

Whereas in the B+V-tree the granularity of versioning is an entity in the OB+tree
the granularity of versioning is a B+tree node. More precisely, the OB+tree builds a
B+tree, denoted B +(v), for each DW version v and allows consecutive B+trees to
share nodes, as long as the underlying entities do not change.

The initial B+tree B+(v1) is stored in its entirety. Then, when a new DW version
v j is derived from a DW version vi, the root of B +(v j) is created. The content of
the root of B + (vi) is duplicated in the root of B + (v j), so B + (vi) and B + (v j)
share all their nodes, except their root. When a leaf Dk shared between B + (vi)
and B +(v j) is affected by an entity modification, its sharing is broken and a new
version of Dk is created: Dk is duplicated in a new node Dl where the modification
is performed. After the duplication, Im, the parent node of Dk, is modified to point
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Fig. 1.6 (a) Initial B+tree B+(v1). (b) Derivation of B+(v2), update of c in v2. (c) Derivation of
B+(v3), update of d in v3.
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to Dl : the sharing of Im between B +(vi) and B +(v j) is also broken. The break of
node sharing continue up to the update of the root of B+(v j).

Figure 1.6.a shows the initial B+tree B +(v1). The update of c in v2 affects the
leaf D2. In order not to overwrite the previous version of c, D2 is duplicated in a new
leaf D3, where the update is performed. The parent node of D2, I1, must be modified
to point to D3. Thus, in order not to affect B +(v1), I1 is duplicated into I2, where
the modification is applied (figure 1.6.b).

The OB+tree was proposed for data with linear evolution. We extend it to data
with branched evolution by storing a DW version range (vstart ,{vend}) in the header
of each node D: vstart is the DW version where D was created and {vend} indi-
cates the DW versions where the sharing of D is broken. The DW version range
(vstart ,{vend}) allows: (i) to detect if D is shared (ii) to find out the DW version
range of the entity versions stored in D; this is useful for inter-version queries.

1.3.1.3 Branched and Temporal Tree

Similar to the B+V-tree, the Branched and Temporal Tree (BT-Tree) [JSLB00,
SJL+04] uses implicit sharing. However, unlike the B+V-tree, during a node split,
some of the data from the overflowing node are duplicated in the newly allocated
node. The motivation for duplication is to cluster entity versions alive in a given
DW version into a small number of leaves (as opposed to B+V-tree where the entity
versions alive in a given DW version are scattered among the leaves).

The BT-tree is a bi-dimensional index structure clustering entity versions on the
pair (entity identifier, version stamp). The nodes of the BT-tree at a given level
partition the bi-dimensional space entity-DW version. An entry of an internal node
is a triple ([emin,emax[ ,(vstart ,{vend}) ,re f ), where [emin,emax[ is an interval of entity
identifiers; (vstart ,{vend}) a DW version range; and ref the reference of a child node
I j. Such an entry indicates that the underlying leaves contain entity versions (e,v),
such that: e∈ [emin,emax[ and v ∈ (vstart ,{vend}). The node I j is said to be alive for
each DW version v ∈ (vstart ,{vend}).

Figure 1.7.a shows the initial BT-tree. In figure 1.7.b, the insertion of (c,v2,γ2)
is directed to the leaf whose interval of entity identifiers contains c and whose DW
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Fig. 1.7 (a) Initial BT-tree. (b) The BT-tree after the update of c in DW version v2. (c) The BT-tree
after the update of d in DW version v3.
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version range contains v2; hence to D2. As D2 is not full, (c,v2,γ2) is inserted in
it. In figure 1.7.c, the insertion of (d,v3,δ3) causes D2 to overflow. Consequently, a
split occurs and a new leaf D3 is allocated. D3 is associated to the DW version range
(v3, /0) and the same interval of entity identifiers as D2. In addition to the insertion of
(c,v3,γ3) in D3, (d,v1,δ1), which is still alive in v3, is duplicated in D3. Duplication
allows not to visit D3 when searching for data alive in v2 and not to visit D2 when
searching for data alive in v3. Accordingly, the {vend} of D2 is set to {v3} indicating
that D2 is no longer alive in v3 (and for each future DW version descendant of v3).

More precisely, the different split types in the BT-tree are: version split, entity
identifier split and combination of both [SJL+04]. An entity identifier split is sim-
ilar to a split in a B+tree. It occurs when the overflowing leaf only contains entity
versions alive in the DW version which triggers the split (figure 1.7.a). A version
split of a leaf Di separates its entity versions according to the DW version v which
triggers the split: (1) v is added to the {vend} of Di; (2) a new leaf D j with DW
version range (v, /0) is allocated; and (3) entity versions whose DW version range
intersects both the DW version range of Di and D j are copied in D j (figure 1.7.c).
After a version split, if the newly created leaf is almost full, only few modifications
would be sufficient to trigger a new split on it. To prevent such situation, if the num-
ber of entity versions copied in D j exceeds a threshold θ ×B, where B is the node
capacity, the version split is followed by an entity identifier split.

The split of an internal node is similar to the split of a leaf. A version split copies
alive entries in a new node. If the proportion of copied entries exceeds θ , an entity
identifier split is performed.

1.3.1.4 Conclusion

Shared data granularity, sharing mechanisms and data clustering, are among the cri-
teria that differentiate indexing approaches. Figure 1.8 synthesizes these differences.

Index Favored queries Clustering Granularity of sharing

B+V-tree Historical By entity then by DW version Entity versions. No redundancy
OB+tree Version slice By DW version then by entity B+tree nodes. Redundancy
BT-tree Rectangle in the entity-DW version space by the pair (entity,DW version) BT-tree nodes and entity versions. Redundancy

Fig. 1.8 Qualitative comparison of the index structures

1.3.2 Secondary Indexes

The B+V-tree, the OB+tree and the BT-tree can be used as secondary indexes. For
the OB+tree, the entries of the index are of the form: (k,e), where k is the value of an
attribute and e an entity identifier. For the B+V-tree and the BT-tree, each attribute
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value must be explicitly associated to the DW version range over which the value
is valid. Thus, an entry has the form (k,(vstart ,{vend}) ,e), where vstart indicates
in which DW version the entity e takes the value k and {vend} indicates the DW
versions where e takes a value different than k .

An important difference between primary and secondary indexes is the type of
queries handled. Indeed, the efficient support of range queries (i.e. queries involv-
ing consecutive attribute values) is crucial for secondary indexes but is useless for
primary indexes (in general, we do not search for intervals of surrogates). In a pri-
mary index, searches will mainly be for perfect match (i.e. queries searching for the
values associated to a given set of entity identifiers).

1.4 Analysis and Comparison

This section analyzes and compares the performance of the different index struc-
tures. The goal is not to definitively settle the question of wether an index struc-
ture is better than the others, but to determine the conditions under which an index
structure outperforms the others. In the remainder, subsection 1.4.1 surveys existing
analyses of temporal indexes. Subsection 1.4.2 defines our steady state analysis for
primary indexes. Subsections 1.4.3 through 1.4.5 apply the analysis to the B+V-tree,
the OB+tree and the BT-tree. Subsection 1.4.6 discusses secondary indexes.

1.4.1 Previous Work

Many kinds of analyses and comparisons have been performed to be able to adapt
the choice of index structures to applications and data characteristics [LS90] [ST99]
[TPZ02]. Paper [ST99] focuses on the asymptotic optimality of temporal index
structures. Asymptotic analysis provides an order of magnitude for query and stor-
age costs, but does not accurately reflect the actual costs [TPZ02]. This is insuffi-
cient in practice, since it does not allow a good discrimination among the distinct
indexing policies.

The work of [LS90] analyzes different splitting policies for the TSB-tree (an in-
dex structure similar to the BT-tree, designed for data with linear evolution). [LS90]
uses Markov chains to classify the leaves of an index according to the number of
distinct entity identifiers appearing in a leaf. The goal is to determine the proportion
of leaves in each class and then, to deduce storage and query costs. [LS90] does not
discuss inter-version queries.

The work of [TPZ02] proposes an analysis based on the concept of agility of tem-
poral datasets, which is the proportion of entities modified in each DW version. The
analysis of [TPZ02] is the first one which shows the close connection between the
performance of temporal indexes and the dataset agility. [TPZ02] does not discuss
data with branched evolution and primary indexes.
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1.4.2 Steady State Analysis

1.4.2.1 Principle and assumptions

A multiversion data warehouse at steady state is modeled by a set of E=card(E) en-
tities and V=card(V) DW versions. Each entity e is subject to updates; each update
occurring in a DW version v, generates a new entity version (e,v), whose value is
stored in the data warehouse. The proportion a of entity versions updated in each
DW version, called data agility in [TPZ02], is assumed to be constant. The total
number of distinct entity versions is:

E = E +aE(V −1). (1.1)

The E entity versions are indexed by a B+V-tree, an OB+tree and a BT-tree. Given
a, E, V and the node capacity B, the purpose is to predict the amount of redundancy,
the storage and the query costs of the different index structures.

The number of internal nodes is usually much smaller than the number of leaf
nodes. For example, in most of B+tree implementations, internal nodes have hun-
dreds of child nodes. Thus more than 99% of nodes are leaves. To simplify the
analysis we focus on leaves. Moreover, we make the assumption that in each DW
version, all entities are equally likely to be updated and that all entity version values
have the same size.

a data agility.
V total number of DW versions represented in the data warehouse. V=card(V).
E total number of entities represented in the data warehouse. E=card(E).
E total number of distinct entity versions. E = E +aE(V −1)
Er total number of stored entity versions.
r redundancy factor. r= Er

E -1.
n average number of leaves created in the first DW version v1.
m average number of new leaves created in the index structure, when aE entities are updated in a DW version.
N total number of leaf nodes in the final index structure. N=n+m(V-1).
A for the OB+tree (respectively, the BT-tree) A is the probability for a leaf node belonging to a B+tree B +(vi)

(respectively alive in a DW version vi) to be duplicated (version split) in a DW version v j , child of vi. A = m
n .

qv number of consecutive DW versions involved in a query q.
qe number of entities involved in a perfect match query q.
qval number of consecutive values involved in a range query q.
p average number of leaves accessed to retrieve the values of qe entities in a single DW version v.
P average number of leaves accessed by a query q.
B leaf node capacity.
b for the B+V-tree and the OB+tree, b is average number of entity versions stored in a leaf node. b≈ B ln2.
θ in the BT-tree, θ is threshold above which a version split is followed by an entity identifier split.
b’ Let D be a leaf of the BT-tree alive in a DW version v. b’ is the average number of entity versions stored in D

and alive in v. b’≈ θB ln2

Fig. 1.9 List of used symbols
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1.4.2.2 Comparison Items

The storage cost is estimated by two elements giving complementary results: N, the
number of leaf nodes in the final index, and r, the redundancy factor.

Let n be the number of leaves in the initial index and m be the average number
of new leaves created when aE entities are updated in a DW version. N is estimated
by:

N = n+m(V −1), (1.2)

r is estimated by: r = Er−E
E , where Er is the number of stored entity versions:

r =
Er

E
−1, (1.3)

The cost of a query q is estimated by P, the number of visited leaves. q is assumed
to be a perfect match query involving qe entities, and for each entity qv consecutive
DW versions (range queries are discussed in subsection 1.4.6).

In the remainder, N, r and P are estimated for each index structure. Table 1.9 lists
the used symbols.

1.4.3 The B+V-tree as primary index

1.4.3.1 Estimation of N, number of leaf nodes

• Estimation of n

Let b be the average number of entity versions stored in a leaf node. In a B+tree, the
commonly adopted value for b is b≈ B ln2. Initially the B+V-tree indexes E entity
versions. As a result: n = E

b

• Estimation of m

In each DW version v, aE entities are updated. As a result, the average number of
new leaves created in v is: m = aE

b

• Estimation of N

As N = n+m(V −1),

N =
E
b

+
aE
b

(V −1)⇒ N =
E

B ln2
(1+a(V −1)) (1.4)

1.4.3.2 Estimation of r, redundancy factor

Since there is no redundancy (Er = E ), r=0.
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1.4.3.3 Estimation of P, number of visited leaves

P varies according to whether or not all versions of an entity fit on a single leaf. An
entity has 1+a(V −1) versions on average. If all versions fit on a single leaf, then:
1+a(V-1)≤B ⇔ a≤ B−1

V−1 . Else, a> B−1
V−1 .

Let us first consider the case where a≤ B−1
V−1 . In this case, qv has no incidence on

the query cost, since a single leaf is visited for retrieving one or all versions of an
entity. The average number of leaves in the B+V-tree is N. Thus, given a search for
version(s) of an entity, each leaf has a probability 1

N to be visited and a probability
1− 1

N not to be visited. As all searches are independent, the probability for a leaf
not to be visited while searching for versions of qe entities, is

(
1− 1

N

)qe . As a result,
the probability for a leaf to be visited by at least one search, is 1−(

1− 1
N

)qe . Thus,
the average number of leaves to visit for retrieving the versions of qe entities, is
P = N

(
1− (

1− 1
N

)qe
)
⇒

P =
E

B ln2
(1+a(V −1))

(
1−

(
1− B ln2

E
1

1+a(V −1)

)qe)
(1.5)

Let us consider the case where a > B−1
V−1 . For qv DW versions, an entity has

1+a(qv − 1) versions on average. To retrieve 1+a(qv − 1) versions of an entity,
1+a(qv−1)

b leaves are accessed. Thus, for qe entities, P = qe
1+a(qv−1)

B ln2 .

1.4.4 The OB+tree as primary index

1.4.4.1 Estimation of N, number of leaf nodes

• Estimation of n

The first B+tree B+(v1) indexes E entity versions, thus: n = E
b .

• Estimation of m

As the model only considers entity updates, each B+tree indexes E entity versions.
Thus, each B+tree has the same structure and the same number of leaves as B+(v1).

Let B +(vi) and B +(v j) be two consecutive overlapping B+trees. When an en-
tity is updated in v j, each leaf of B+(v j) has a probability 1- 1

n not to be affected
(hence, to remain shared between B + (vi) and B + (v j)). In v j, aE entity are up-
dated. Thus, the probability for a leaf not to be affected by any of these updates is
(1− 1

n )aE . Conversely, the probability that a leaf is affected by at least one update is

1− (
1− 1

n

)aE
. As a result, the number of leaves affected by at least one update is:

m = n
(

1− (
1− 1

n

)aE
)

.

• Estimation of N

As N = n+m(V −1), then
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N =
E

B ln2

(
1+(V −1)

(
1−

(
1− B ln2

E

)aE
))

(1.6)

Note that the OB+tree degenerates into independent B+trees when
(

1− (
1− B ln2

E

)aE
)

approaches 1, hence, when: a≈ −2
E log(1− B ln2

E )
.

1.4.4.2 Estimation of r, redundancy factor

Each leaf stores b entity versions on average. Accordingly, Er = b×N. As a result:

r = Er
E −1⇒ r = ((1− Bln2

E )aE−a)(V−1)
1+a(V−1) .

1.4.4.3 Estimation of P, number of visited leaves

Let vi and v j be two consecutive DW versions involved in query q and p be the
average number of leaves to visit in B + (vi) to retrieve the values of qe entities.
Part of the leaves visited in B +(vi) is shared with B +(v j). These leaves are not
visited in B +(v j): in B +(v j) only unshared leaves are visited. Thus, the average
number of leaves to visit in B +(v j) equals p×A, where A is the probability that
a leaf belonging to B +(vi) is modified in B +(v j). Extending the reasoning to qv
versions, implies: P = p(1+A(qv−1)).

Reasoning as in subsection 1.4.3.3 (changing N to n and P to p), p can be es-
timated by: p = n

(
1− (

1− 1
n

)qe
)

. A is the ratio of m to n: A = m
n ⇒ A = 1−

(
1− 1

n

)aE
. Consequently, P = E

b

(
1− (

1− b
E

)qe
)(

1+
(

1− (
1− b

E

)aE
)

(qv−1)
)
⇒

P =
E

B ln2

(
1−

(
1− B ln2

E

)qe)(
1+

(
1−

(
1− B ln2

E

)aE
)

(qv−1)

)
(1.7)

1.4.5 The BT-Tree as primary index

1.4.5.1 Estimation of N, number of leaf nodes

• Estimation of n

Let D be a leaf of the BT-tree alive in a DW version v, and b’ be the average number
of entity versions stored in D and alive in v. At steady state, b’ has been estimated
by ≈ θB ln2 [JSLB00]. Initially the BT-tree indexes E entity versions, thus: n = E

b′ .

• Estimation of m

As each DW version v is composed by E entity versions, the average number of
leaves alive in v equals E

b′ . Thus, when aE entities are updated in v, each leaf alive
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in v receives aE
E
b′

= ab′ entity versions on average. When a leaf D is created due to

a version split at a DW version vstart , it initially contains b′ entity versions. Thus,
D is version split after the insertion of B− b′ entity versions. As D receives on
average ab′ entity versions from each DW version descendant of vstrat , D is version
split after the generation of B−b′

ab′ DW versions (starting from vstart). Thus, after the
generation of B−b′

ab′ DW versions, on average, E
b′ new leaves are created in the BT-

tree. Consequently, the average number of new leaves created in a DW version is

m =
E
b′

B−b′
ab′

⇒ m = aE
B−b′ .

• Estimation of N

N =
E
b′

(
1+

ab′

B−b′
(V −1)

)
⇒ N =

E
θB ln2

(
1+

aθ ln2
1−θ ln2

(V −1)
)

(1.8)

1.4.5.2 Estimation of r, redundancy factor

When a leaf node is split, b’ entity versions are copied on average. The total number
of leaf splits is m(V−1). Consequently, Er =E +b′m(V−1)⇒ r = ab′(V−1)

(B−b′)(1+a(V−1)) .

If V is sufficiently large, such that 1¿ a(V −1), then: r≈ b′
B−b′ ⇒ r≈ θ ln2

1−θ ln2 . Note
here that the redundancy factor of the BT-tree is highly dependant on the value
chosen for θ : greatest is θ and greatest is the amount of redundancy.

1.4.5.3 Estimation of P, number of visited leaves

The estimation of P for the BT-tree follows the same principle as for the OB+tree:
P = p(1+A(qv−1)), where p is the average number of leaves visited to retrieve qe
entity versions alive in a DW version vi and A the probability that a leaf alive in vi
is version split in a DW version v j, child of vi (D is no longer alive in v j).

A is the ratio of m to n⇒ A = ab′
B−b′ . Reasoning as in subsection 1.4.3.3 (changing

N to E
b′ and P to p), p can be estimated by: p = E

b′
(

1−
(

1− b′
E

)qe)
. Consequently,

P = E
b′

(
1−

(
1− b′

E

)qe)(
1+ ab′

B−b′ (qv−1)
)
⇒

P =
E

θB ln2

(
1−

(
1− θB ln2

E

)qe)(
1+

aθ ln2
1−θ ln2

(qv−1)
)

(1.9)

Note here the impact of the value chosen for θ on the query cost. For intra-version
queries (qv = 1), greater is θ and smaller is P = E

θBln2

(
1− (E−θBln2

E

)qe
)

, hence bet-

ter are the performance. Conversely, smaller is θ and smaller is
(
1+ aθ ln2

1−θ ln2 (qv−1)
)
,

hence better are the performance for inter-version queries.
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1.4.6 Secondary indexes

This section applies the steady state analysis to secondary indexes. Due to lack of
space, only the cost of range queries is discussed.

Let K be an entity attribute. In the first DW version v1, there are E values of K.
Then, in each newly derived DW version, attribute K is updated for a×E entities.
The update of an entity e inserts a new K value for e and invalidates the previous
K value of e. The E values of K valid at a given DW version are assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the space of values.

A range query q is assumed to involve qv consecutive DW versions and an inter-
val of values, denoted S. Let qval be the number of values inserted in the first DW
version v1 and belonging to S. The hypotheses of the cost model help to do that, at
any DW version, the number of values belonging to S equals qval .

1.4.6.1 The B+V-tree as secondary index

Since the distribution of values is assumed to be the same in any DW version, the
total number of values belonging to S is: qval(1 + a(V − 1)). To retrieve qval(1 +
a(V −1)) values, the average number of leaves to be visited is:

P =
qval(1+a(V −1))

b
(1.10)

1.4.6.2 The OB+tree as secondary index

Let B+(vi) and B+(v j) be two consecutive B+trees involved in the query q. P can
be estimated by: P = qval

b (1+A(qv−1)), where qval
b is the average number of leaves

to visit in B+(vi) to extract qval consecutive values and A the probability that a leaf
belonging to B+(vi) is duplicated in B+(v j).

The estimation of A for a secondary OB+tree differs from its estimation for a
primary OB+tree. Indeed, for a dataset with agility a the total number of modifica-
tions equals 2aE, because each entity update involves one insertion and one dele-
tion [TPZ02]. In a primary OB+tree, the insertion and the deletion occur in the same
node. In a secondary OB+tree, the deletion and the insertion may occur in different
nodes. Thus, following the same reasoning as in subsection 1.4.4, for a secondary
OB+tree, A is estimated by: A = 1− (E−b

E

)2aE
. As a result:

P =
qval

b

(
1+(qv−1)

(
1−

(
E−b

E

)2aE
))

(1.11)
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1.4.6.3 The BT-tree as secondary index

P is estimated by:

P =
qval

b′

(
1+

ab′

B−b′
(qv−1)

)
, (1.12)

where qval
b′ is the average number of leaves to be visited to extract qval values valid

in a DW version vi and ab′
B−b′ the probability that a leaf alive in vi is version split in a

DW version v j, child of vi.

1.5 Simulation

We performed a large number of experiments to prove the accuracy of the steady
state analysis. However, due to lack of space, only a few results are presented herein.
For the presented simulation, data are generated as follows. E and V are fixed respec-
tively to 200K entities and 200 DW versions. E entities are inserted in the first DW
version. Then, in each newly derived DW version, aE entities randomly selected,
are updated. Each DW version is derived from a randomly selected DW version,
with the only restriction that the distance between the DW version root and any DW
version leaf of the final DW version tree is ≥ 20 DW versions. The data page ca-
pacity is set to B=101 entity versions for the OB+tree and B=92 for the B+tree and
the BT-tree (the difference correspond to DW versions stamps). To appreciate the
impact of θ on the performance of the BT-tree, we consider two values of θ : 2

3 and
4
5 (these values are adopted, respectively, in [SJL+04] and in [BGO+96])

1.5.1 Storage Cost of Primary Indexes

Figure 1.10 depicts the estimated sizes provided by equations (1.4),(1.6) and (1.8)
and the experimental sizes provided by simulation, as function of the agility a. Ini-
tially, the size of the OB+tree grows very quickly as the agility increases. As pre-
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Fig. 1.10 Storage cost as function of the data agility
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dicted in subsection 1.4.4.1, from an agility bordering −2
E log( E−b

E )
≈ 6%, the OB+tree

degenerates into independent B+trees and its size stabilizes (since there are 200
B+trees with the same size). Figure 1.10 shows also that even when the OB+tree
does not degenerate, it occupies much more space than the other index structures.
For example, when the agility approaches 1% the OB+tree occupies nearly 34 times
more storage space than the corresponding B+V-tree.

The sizes of the B+V-tree and the BT-tree grow linearly with a higher growth rate
for the BT-tree. The growth rate is higher for the BT-tree when θ is larger. According
to the value of θ , the BT-tree occupies two to three times the space occupied by the
corresponding B+V-tree.

1.5.2 Query Cost of Primary Indexes

The analytical analysis highlights three parameters impacting the query cost: a,
qe and qv, respectively the data agility, the number of entities and the number of
consecutive DW versions involved in the query. To evaluate the estimation of the
query costs provided by equations (1.5), (1.7) and (1.9), we consider a dataset with
low agility, a = 0.5% and a moderately agile dataset, a = 5%. For each dataset
three values of qe are considered: qe = 1000(= 0.5%E), qe = 5000(= 2.5%E) and
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Fig. 1.12 Secondary indexes: cost of range queries

qe = 10000(= 5%E). The qe entities are randomly selected. For each dataset and
each value of qe, qv is gradually increased from 1 to 25 DW versions (=12.5%V ).

Figure 1.11 depicts the estimated and experimental costs of perfect match queries.
As illustrated in this figure, the OB+tree justifies its use only when intra-version
queries are the sole type of queries. In general the B+V-tree presents good perfor-
mance. The BT-tree outperforms the B+V-tree only when the query involves a great
number of entities and a relatively low number of DW versions.

1.5.3 Query Cost of Secondary Indexes

Following the same procedure used for perfect match queries, we consider two
datasets and three values for qval : qval = 1000, qval = 5000 and qval = 10000. For
each dataset and each value of qval , qv is gradually increases from 1 to 25 DW ver-
sions. As noticed in subsection 1.4.6.2, when used as secondary index, the OB+tree
degenerates into independent trees with lower agility than if it is used as primary
index. For this reason, the values considered for agility are: a = 0.5% and a = 3%.

Figure 1.12 depicts the estimated and experimental costs of range queries. As
shown in this figure, the BT-tree outperforms the B+V-tree and the OB+tree. Once
again, the OB+tree justifies its use only when intra-version queries are frequent.
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Figure 1.12 confirms that the steady state analysis allows to predict with accuracy
the conditions under which an index structure outperforms another. Due to the fact
that the analysis only considers leaf nodes, the steady state analysis slightly under-
estimates the actual costs.

1.6 Conclusion

Efficient query processing is crucial in a DW environment and requires DW design-
ers that are aware of tradeoffs among different index structures. This paper studies
the problem of efficiently indexing data in a MVDW. Its main contributions are:
(i) the extension of indexes designed for data with linear evolution to handle data
with branched evolution; (ii) the steady state analysis method, which brings to light
fundamental properties of different index structures, accurately predicts their behav-
ior and provides guidelines for the selection of the most appropriate one; and (iii)
experimental simulations validating these results. Another important result of our
work is that it allows to tune variable θ for the BT-tree, according to the tolerated
redundancy and to the frequent query type.

The studied index structures can be used for facts, dimensions and as join in-
dexes. Moreover, they can be used orthogonally to other storage techniques (e.g.
partitioning, materialized views). Although our framework only focuses on index
structures derived from the B+tree, it can serve as the basis for other index types.
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